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Validation of an Extended Kinetic Model of Free-Radical
N-Vinylpyrrolidone Polymerization

Stefan Welzel,* Jule Burmeister, Oliver Höppchen, and Ulrich Nieken

To predict the polymer properties produced by free-radical polymerization of
N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP) in aqueous solution a detailed kinetic model has
been developed. The kinetic model allows to calculate the chain length
distribution, the number of branching points, and the number of terminal
double bonds (TDB). The latter is accounted for since TDBs are a precondition
for branching. While monomer conversion can be predicted sufficiently using
independently determined rate constants for propagation and termination,
here the predictions of structural properties by a newly developed extended
kinetic model to experimental findings are compared. Polymer produced in a
continuous stirred tank reactor is analyzed by gel permeation chromatography
(GPC), field flow fractionation (FFF), and high-pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC).

1. Introduction

The production of specialty polymers such as polyvinylpyrroli-
done (PVP) usually takes place in batch or semi-batch reac-
tors due to a high degree of operational flexibility. To inten-
sify the production process, continuous production is preferable
due to higher energy efficiency and constant polymer properties.
A serious problem in continuous operation of tubular reactors
equipped with static mixing elements is the formation of foul-
ing deposits, which grows up and subsequently leads to block-
ing of the reactor and shutdown. Side reactions leading to high
molecular weight and branched polymer molecules are consid-
ered to be a prerequisite for fouling. Local back-mixing and stag-
nant flow, which occur at static mixing elements, lead to locally
increased residence times and enhance the formation of a poly-
mer network.[1–7] Various measurement techniques have already
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been evaluated for measuring or quantify-
ing fouling in continuous reactors.[8–11] One
way to avoid or reduce fouling in microreac-
tors is the choice of suitable coatings.[4,12,13]

Fouling may also be reduced by a suit-
able choice of operation conditions and
mixer geometry using a kinetic model,[2,14]

which predicts the microstructure of the
resulting polymers. The reaction mecha-
nism of the radical polymerization of NVP
in aqueous solutions has been studied in
several publications. The rate coefficients
of propagation,[15,16] termination,[17] and
transfer to monomer [1,18] were determined
by independent methods. The formation of
terminal double bonds (TDB) by transfer
to monomer was identified by Hellmund[19]

using density functional theory (DFT) calculations. In order to
model the number of TDBs Zander et al.[20] extended the ki-
netic model and determined parameters for the propagation of
terminal double bonds and the initiator efficiency to match the
monomer conversion and the mass averaged molecular weight
in a CSTR reactor. In a recently published paper,[21] the ki-
netic model of Zander et al.[20] was further extended and a
one-dimensional model for chain length distribution and num-
ber of branching points (BP) was derived. Therefore, a zero di-
mensional TDB moment model and the branching point model
were combined to determine the polymer microstructure (chain
length distribution, number of BP, and TDB as a function of
chain length) during transient operation of a reactor.[21] For con-
venience we briefly summarize the model in this work and refer
to ref. [21] for a more detailed information.

In the following, the predictions of the newly developed kinetic
model and the corresponding set of parameters will be compared
to experimental data. Polymerizations in a stirred tank reactor
were carried out varying residence times and monomer concen-
trations. During transition to steady-state samples were taken
and analyzed by gel permeation chromatography (GPC), field
flow fractionation (FFF), and high-pressure liquid chromatogra-
phy (HPLC). Molecular weight averages, monomer conversion,
molecular weight distributions and branching points are com-
pared to model predictions.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Chemicals

BASF SE provided N-vinylpyrrolidone that had been stabilized
with 0.5% NaOH and was then purified by distillation under
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Figure 1. Simplified flow sheet of the setup for CSTR experiments.

vacuum to eliminate the stabilizer and high-molecular compo-
nents just before the experiments. The initiator (V-50, Wako
Chemicals) was used as given after being kept in the refrigera-
tor. As a solvent, deionized water has been employed.

2.2. Experiments

Figure 1 shows a simplified flow sheet of the setup for the tank
reactor experiments. The CSTR experiments were carried out
isothermally at T = 85 °C in a 650 mL Juchheim stirred tank
reactor made of stainless steel. A mixture of monomer and sol-
vent was prepared for one storage container, and the initiator,
which had been dissolved in the solvent, was prepared for the
other. Both containers were degassed under vacuum. Through-
out the entire experiment, the storage container was flushed by
argon to prevent oxygen from entering. Two Knauer HPLC pis-
ton pumps were used to pump the feed streams, and Bronkhorst
Coriolis mass flow meters and PI controllers were used to control
the flow rates. Before entering the reactor, the feed streams from
both tanks were mixed in a 1:1 ratio using a static T-piece with
0.5 mm thru-holes and a 10 m frit in the center port.

2.3. Analytical Setups

Monomer conversion was determined by HPLC measurements
using an Agilent 1260 series setup, a mixture of water and ace-

tonitrile (90:10) as an eluent at 0.5 mL min−1 flow rate. The injec-
tion volume was 3 μL. A Poroshell 120EC-C18 column was used
for separation, UV adsorption was measured at 235 nm. The re-
sults of three injections were averaged. Molecular weight aver-
ages and distributions as well as the radius of gyration were de-
termined from GPC on a setup delivered by PSS (Polymer Stan-
dard Service, Mainz, Germany) using DMAc with 5 g L−1 LiBr as
eluent at 0.8 mL min−1. For separation a column set containing a
100 Å column and two columns with 100 000 Å pore size (GRAM
ultrahigh columns set) have been used. As a concentration sen-
sitive detector, the refractive index was measured by an Agilent
1260 Infinity II detector. The PSS SLD7100 multi angle lights
scattering detector was used as a molar sensitive detector. Com-
bining both signals allow to obtain absolute molecular weight av-
erages and distributions. The data has been recorded using the
WinGPC software. Since it was not possible to carry out structural
analysis with WinGPC due to non-adjustable filters, the raw data
of the detector was processed by a self-written Matlab code. The
weight average molecular weight was directly calculated from the
detector data. To obtain the molecular weight distributions, a lin-
ear approximation of the measured calibration curve was used
where only molecular weights above 100 kg mol−1 were consid-
ered. Since the molecular weight averages and distributions as
well as the conformation plot are strongly influenced by the an-
choring effect,[22] which means that parts of large branched poly-
mers can behave as independent, enter pores, and anchor the
entire molecules. Those are delayed and elute at higher elution
volumes than their corresponding hydrodynamic volume. For
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Figure 2. Reaction scheme of the side reactions “transfer to monomer” and “propagation of terminal double bonds.”

Table 1. Set of reactions for the polymerization of N-vinylpyrrolidone in
aqueous solution with the chain length (n,m), the number of terminal dou-
ble bonds (i,j) and the number of branching points (k,l).[19]

Initiator dissociation/Initiation I2

kd
→ 2fdI ∕ I + M

kp
→R1,0,0

Propagation Rn,i,k + M
kp
→Rn+1,i,k

Termination by recombination Rn,i,k + Rm,j,l

kt,c
→ Pn+m,i+j,k+l

Transfer to monomer Rn,i,k + M
ktr,M
→ Pn,i,k + R1,1,0

Propagation of terminal double bonds Rn,i,k + Pm,j,l

j⋅kp,TDB
→ Rn+m,i+j−1,k+l+1

comparison the samples were additionally measured using FFF.
For this, the Asymmetrical Flow Field-Flow Fractionation (AF4)
system (Eclipse separation system AF4, Wyatt Technology, USA)
with a trapezoidal channel with a nominal thickness of 350 μm
(Spacer W350 μm, Wyatt Technology, USA) was used. The chan-
nel was equipped with a membrane of regenerated cellulose with
10 kDa cutoff (PLGC, Reg. Cellulose 10 kDa, Millipore, USA).
The AF4 was coupled with a UV detector (DAD 1290 Infinity
II, Agilent Technologies), a multi-angle light scattering detector
(MALS, Dawn Heleos-II, Wyatt Technology, USA), and a differ-
ential refractive index (dRI) detector (Optilab T-rEX, Wyatt Tech-
nology, USA). The AF4 data were analyzed using Astra software,
version 7.3 (Wyatt Technology, USA). A refractive index of PVP
in water of dn/dc = 0.173 mL g−1 was used to calculate the molar
mass.

2.4. Reaction Scheme

The established reaction scheme for the radical polymerization
of N-vinylpyrrolidone was extended for side reactions in ref. [19]
and is summarized in Table 1. The formation of long chains and
branching is attributed to transfer to monomer and subsequent
propagation of terminal double bonds. Rate parameters for these
steps have been taken from literature and a fit of conversion
and molecular weight measured in CSTR experiments. The dead
species are denoted as P, and the living species as R. Three dif-
ferent property coordinates are accounted for: chain length (n,m),

number of terminal double bonds (i,j), and number of branch-
ing points (k,l). The transfer to monomer reaction generates ter-
minal double bonds (TDB). By subsequent propagation of TDB’s
branched polymer chains are originated. These side reactions are
depicted schematically in Figure 2. For detailed molecular struc-
ture refer to ref. [21].

The rate constants together with the corresponding literature
references are listed in Table 2.

2.5. Simulations

The kinetic model, detailed in ref. [21] allows the calculation
of conversion, the molecular weight distributions, and the mo-
ments of the branching point distribution as a function of chain
length. The kinetic mechanism was reduced to a single coordi-
nate in property space and integrated in the software package
Predici. The procedure of model reduction is detailed in ref. [21]
and briefly summarized below for convenience.

The full set of reactions listed in Table 1 spans three dimen-
sions in property space, with coordinates chain length, terminal
double bonds (TDB), and branching points (BP). Rigorous simu-
lations with three property coordinates are practically infeasible.
Therefore, the problem needs to be reduced into 1D problems
along a single property coordinate. The property coordinate of
TDB was reduced using a linear correlation between the average
number of TDB’s p(m) and the chain length m (Equation (1)).

p (m) = A ⋅ m + B (1)

Parameters of this relation (slope (A) and axis intercept (B))
can be calculated simultaneously from a computationally cheap
moment model.[20] The resulting two-dimensional model (chain
length, branching points) can be further reduced by calculation of
the moments of the branching points. The Kth resp. Lth branch-
ing moments are defined in Equation (2) for living chains and in
Equation (3) for dead chains respectively:

𝜙K
n =

∞∑
k=0

kKRn,k (2)

ΨL
m =

∞∑
l=0

lLPm,l (3)
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Table 2. Kinetic coefficients for the reaction system of N-vinylpyrrolidone.

Kinetic coefficients

kd∕s−1 = 9.17 × 1014exp( −1.49 ×104

(T∕K)
) [18]

kp
kp,max

= 0.36 + 0.64 exp(−9.2wNVP) − 0.31wNVP

with
kp,max

L mol−1 s−1 = 2.57 × 107exp( 2.12 ×103

(T∕K)
)

[15]

kt
L mol−1 s−1 = ( 1

kSD
+ 𝜂

kTD
)−1 + kRD

with
kSD(p)

L mol−1 s−1 = (4.87 × 107 exp(− wNVP
0.29

) + 5.47 × 106) ⋅ exp(−5.61 × 10−4( p
bar

− 2000))
kTD = 31 kSD

𝜂 = exp (14.75 wPVP)
kRD = 140 wNVPkp

with the mass fraction wNVP for NVP resp. wPVP for PVP and the viscosity 𝜂.

[17]

ktr,m
kp

= 6 ⋅ 10−4 [18]

kp,TDB

L mol−1 s−1 = 3300 [20]

fd = 0.7 [18]

Table 3. Operational parameters used in experiments if not stated other-
wise.

Feed

Monomer weight fraction w+
NVP 0.2/0.1

Initiator weight fraction w+
I2

0.0002

Solvent weight fraction w+
H2O 1-w+

NVP-w+
I2

Feed rate ṁF [g min−1] resp. average
residence time 𝜏 [h]

13.94/4.7/2.35 resp. 0.75/2.25/4.5

Initial conditions in reactor

Solvent weight fraction w0
H2O 1

Reactor temperature TR [°C] 85

Reactor volume VR [mL] 650

𝜌H2O(85 ◦C) [kg m−3] 959[18]

𝜌NVP(85 ○C) [kg m−3] 989[18]

Finally, one obtains a one-dimensional model: the chain length
distribution of dead and living polymers and the moments of the
branching point distribution as a function of chain length. Re-
duction of property space from three to one property coordinate
has already been validated by comparison to a computationally
expensive class model in ref. [21].

3. Results

To test the predictive capability of the kinetic model, simulations
will be compared to experimental data subsequently. Unless oth-
erwise stated, the process parameters correspond to the reference
case, which is given in Table 3.

3.1. Molecular Weight Averages and Monomer Conversion

In Figure 3A–D, the simulations of the average molecular weight
and the monomer conversion are compared to experimental re-
sults. Samples were taken at different times after startup and nor-
malized by average residence time. The molecular weight M was

determined by GPC resp. FFF, which were coupled with concen-
tration and molar mass sensitive detectors. The molecular weight
averages have been calculated using Equation (4)

M̄w =
∑

i ciMi∑
i ci

(4)

with the mass concentration ci, the corresponding molecular
weights Mi and i indicates the ith elution volume slice.[22] By us-
ing high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) monomer
conversion is monitored along reaction time. The sample mate-
rial is separated according to the polarity of the components and
then analyzed with a UV detector. Thereby, the concentration of
the sample component, in this case the monomer concentration,
can be determined. From the feed monomer weight fraction w+

M
and the monomer weight fraction of the sample wM, the conver-
sion in a CSTR can be calculated by Equation (5).

XM =
w+

M − wM

w+
M

(5)

Figure 3A shows the plot of M̄w for a CSTR reactor at differ-
ent average residence times and a monomer weight fraction of
20 wt% in the feed. With increasing residence time, the aver-
age molecular weight increases. In general, the experimental data
can be well reproduced by the simulations.

Monomer conversions versus reduced reaction times are plot-
ted in Figure 3B. At higher average residence time, monomer
conversion increases initially fast and quickly approaches the
steady-state value. Predicted conversions are in good agreement
with measurements, whereby the simulations slightly overesti-
mate monomer conversion.

M̄w for a CSTR at different average residence times and a
monomer concentration of 10 wt% is plotted in Figure 3C. Again,
the clear trend between M̄w and residence time is obvious.

The corresponding monomer conversions plotted in Fig-
ure 3D also show good agreement between simulations and the
experiments. Like for feed concentration of 20 wt%, there is a
slight overestimation by model predictions.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the evolution of the average molecular weight and monomer conversion for simulations (lines) and experiments (GPC—circle;
FFF—star) at different average residence times: black—0.75 h; red—2.25 h; blue—4.5 h. A,B) w+

M = 20 wt%; C,D) w+
M = 10 wt%.

In general, the predictions of simulations and experimental
data show good agreement with respect to the molecular weight
averages and the monomer conversion except for w+

NVP = 20 wt%
and 𝜏 = 0.75 h. At low reaction times average molecular weight
and the monomer conversion increases sharply. Then the curves
slowly approach the steady state. It is evident, that the average
steady state molecular weight from GPC data for a monomer feed
concentration of 20 wt% is slightly underestimated at low resi-
dence times. The experimental molecular weight for a monomer
feed concentration of 10 wt% fit better to the simulations for
both average residence times. The reason for this may be that
kp,TDB is taken as constant although the propagation of TDB is a
reaction between two macromolecules and might be diffusion-
limited, which means that the reaction rate is affected by the
size of the polymer chains. It can be expected that the coefficient
would decrease with higher polymer content and a correspond-
ing increase in viscosity. This is especially true for high average
residence times and high monomer feed concentrations. There-
fore, for smaller molecules (10 wt% monomer feed concentra-
tion) the diffusion limitation does not have such a strong impact.
The results of the FFF for all residence times are underestimated
by the simulations. The experimental results of GPC fit better in
total to the simulations because the value for kp,TDB was adjusted
to the molecular weights of GPC measurements in a previous
work.[20] Since only a few samples were investigated with FFF, it
is not possible to obtain a clear tendency.

3.2. Molecular Weight Distribution at Steady State

As mentioned before, measurements with concentration and
molar mass sensitive detectors can determine the mass concen-
tration ci and the weight-average molecular weight M̄w as a func-
tion of time or the elution volume Velu

i . The weight fractions wi
at the corresponding elution volumes[22] and can be calculated by
Equation (6).

w
(
Velu

i

)
=

ci∑
i ci

(6)

Since the data provided by the detectors are dependent on the
selected separation system (GPC or FFF), Equation (6) needs to
be converted to a molecular weight-dependent function w(Mi) or
w(logMi). At this point, the usual logarithmic calibration curve
logM(Velu

i ) is used and the relationship depicted in Equation (7)
between the two distributions is obtained.[22,23]

w
(
logMi

)
= ±w

(
Velu

i

) dVelu
i

dlogMi
(7)

The choice of sign depends on the chosen separation method.
For GPC data the sign must be chosen negative, since the molec-
ular weight decreases with increasing elution volume.[23] For the
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Figure 4. Comparison of the normalized GPC distribution from experiments and simulations at different average residence times and monomer feed
concentrations. A) w+

M = 20 wt% and 𝜏 = 0.75 h; B) w+
M = 20 wt% and 𝜏 = 2.25 h; C) w+

M = 20 wt% and 𝜏 = 4.5 h; D) w+
M = 10 wt% and 𝜏 = 0.75 h; E)

w+
M = 10 wt% and 𝜏 = 2.25 h.

evaluation of FFF sign must be positive, as the molecular weight
increases with increasing elution volume.

The last sampling time (12× average residence times) was
taken as the steady state for the average molecular weight for the
experiments, which, according to Figure 3A,C, did not change
after 10 average residence times.

Figure 4A shows the comparison of the normalized GPC dis-
tributions of the CSTR experiment with the simulation at an aver-

age residence time of 𝜏 = 0.75 h and a monomer weight fraction
of 20 wt% in the feed. For the FFF result, there is a broadening
of the peak compared to the simulations and the results of the
GPC. The simulation here slightly underestimates the molecular
weight and for this reason the complete distribution is slightly
shifted to smaller molecular weights.

The comparison for the residence time of 2.25 h and a
monomer weight fraction of 20 wt% in the feed is shown in
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Figure 4B. The GPC and FFF results are in better agreement with
the simulation results than the results obtained with an average
residence time of 0.75 h.

Figure 4C shows the distributions at a residence time of 4.5 h
and a monomer feed concentration 20 wt%. The GPC results
are in very good agreement with the simulation. However, there
is a widespread peak in the FFF results. In general, the molar
mass distributions between simulation and experiment differ for
20 wt% monomer feed concentration at low residence time of
0.75 h and better agree for longer residence times. Again, this
can be explained by the fact that a constant parameter for kp,TDB
is inappropriate and thus the reaction rate does not depend on
the pore size.

The normalized GPC distributions at an average residence
time of 0.75 h and a monomer weight fraction of 10 wt% in the
feed are shown in Figure 4D. Thereby, the results of GPC show
very good agreement and those of FFF are broadened for high
molecular weights.

The comparison at a residence time of 2.25 h and a monomer
weight fraction of 10 wt% in the feed, which is shown in Fig-
ure 4E, also shows good agreement between the experimental
results both for FFF and GPC and the simulations. In contrast
to the experiments at higher monomer concentration, the exper-
imental and simulated molar mass distributions agree better for
a monomer concentration of 10 wt%, since diffusion limitation
is not as important for smaller molecules.

As shown in Figure 4A–E, the steady state molecular weight
distribution of CSTR experiments at different residence times
and monomer weight fractions in the feed can be well repre-
sented by the simulations. Furthermore, the FFF results are
shifted to higher molecular weights compared to the GPC results.
The reason for this is that interactions between large molecules
and the gel, which is used for the separation, can occur dur-
ing separation with GPC. Moreover, shear degradation of poly-
mer molecules with a molar weight over 106 g mol−1 is possible.
The figures also show that for higher residence times there is a
broadening of the distribution and a shift toward higher molec-
ular weights. This can be explained by the fact that the increased
residence time results in the formation of longer chains and in-
creased branching.

3.3. Characterization of Branching Points

For the characterization of polymers, the radius of gyration Rg is
often used, since this can provide information about the polymer
size independent of the molecular structures.[23] As mentioned
in Section 2.3 the GPC and FFF were coupled with a molar mass
sensitive and concentration sensitive detector. The MALS detec-
tors based on elastic light scattering from particles were used as
the molar mass sensor. If a laser beam with the specific wave-
length 𝜆L is directed onto the sample material, the light scatters
with different scattering intensities. The intensities and the cor-
responding light scattering angles are detected and averaged over
time. From the measured data, the radius of gyration can be de-
termined. For this, the Berry plot (Equation (8))

√
K∗c
R𝜃

= 1

Mw

+
16𝜋2R2

g

3Mw𝜆
2
L

⋅ sin2
(
𝜃

2

)
(8)

Figure 5. Comparison of the conformation plots from CSTR experiments
with different average residence times at early operating times. The green
dashed line is the power low fit, which is used as a linear reference.

with is the Rayleigh ratio R𝜃 , the optical constant of the detector
K*, the specific wavelength 𝜆2

L and the scattering angle 𝜃 is plotted
against sin2( 𝜃

2
) and fitted by a polynomial function.[22]

The radius of gyration can then be calculated from the slope. To
calculate the branching points of a polymer, the branching ratio

g =
R2

gbr

R2
glin

(9)

was first determined, in which the index br and lin denote the
squared radius of gyration of a branched resp. a linear chain with
the same molecular weight.[22]

The conformation plots of samples from CSTR experiments
analyzed with FFF for different average residence times are
shown in Figure 5. Samples were taken at early operating times
with polymer contents around 5 wt% and monomer conversions
less than 50%. The plots coincide for all residence times. There-
fore, the molecular structure of the polymers of the samples
should be identical, which means short and unbranched chains.
A relation can be approximated with a power law[22] by Equa-
tion (10).

⟨
R2

g

⟩
lin

= 10(−2.01314) ⋅ M0.615 (10)

The number of branches BP was calculated assuming for tri-
functional branches (since during polymerization a monomer
can form three bonds to further monomers[22]) by

g =
[(

1 + BP
7

)0.5

+ 4BP
9𝜋

]−0.5

(11)

In the following, the experimental and simulated data are com-
pared with respect to the branching points.

Figure 6A–F shows the number of BP as well as the number
of BP per 1000 repeat units (RU) for CSTR experiments along
the molecular weight for different residence times and different
monomer weight fractions in the feed.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the number of branching points and the number of branching points per 1000 RU from experiments and simulations at different
average residence times and w+

M = 20 wt%. A,B) 𝜏 = 0.75 h; C,D) 𝜏 = 2.25 h; E,F) 𝜏 = 4.5 h.

At a monomer weight fraction of 20 wt% in the feed, the sim-
ulations are in good agreement with the experimental data from
GPC and FFF. The results for an average residence time of 𝜏 =
0.75 h is shown in Figure 6A with the average number of branch-
ing points over the molecular weight and in Figure 6B the aver-
age number of branching points per 1000 repeat units. Here, the
simulation results agree better with the FFF results than with the
GPC results. Furthermore, no branching points can be detected
by the GPC and FFF at very small molecular weights. The reason
for this is the instrument design, which cannot reliably measure
particles sizes <10 nm with light scattering.

Figure 6C,D shows the comparison at an average residence
time of 2.25 h. The experimental results of the GPC and FFF are
in good agreement for higher molecular weights. It can also be
seen that there is a higher branching formation compared to the
residence time of 0.75 h.

The comparison at a residence time of 4.5 h is shown in
Figure 6E,F. The results conducted by the experiments can be
represented by the simulations reasonably well. The simulation
slightly underestimates the number of BP for higher molecu-
lar weights. Compared to the lower residence times of 0.75 and
2.25 h, there is a higher formation of branching points. Thus, for
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Figure 7. Comparison of the number of branching points and the number of branching points per 1000 RU from experiments and simulations at different
average residence times and w+

M = 10 wt%. A,B) 𝜏 = 0.75 h; C,D) 𝜏 = 2.25 h.

higher residence times, the increase in number or branches is
higher than predicted by the model. The reason for this is that pa-
rameter kp,TDB is treated as a constant parameter, which is slightly
underestimated in this case, because the increased monomer
conversion with higher average residence times, leads to an in-
crease of the probability of side reactions, such as the transfer to
monomer and propagation of terminal double bounds.

At a monomer weight fraction of 10 wt% in the feed the exper-
imental data for a residence time of 0.75 h, in Figure 7A,B can be
well described by the simulations.

Figure 7C,D shows the comparison at a residence time of
2.25 h and a monomer weight fraction of 10 wt% in the feed.
In comparison with the residence time of 0.75 h, there is also
an increased branching formation. This is again due to higher
monomer conversion, which leads to an increase of the side re-
actions and thus to branching.

It has been shown that the experimental trends can be well
covered by the simulations at NVP feed concentrations between
10 and 20 wt%. In most cases the number of branches is under-
estimated by the simulations. The presented results from CSTR
experiments should only be interpreted qualitatively, since the
description of the linear reference sample by a power law func-
tion relies on only two linear samples. An approximation with
a higher number of linear samples could minimize the error.

Moreover, due to the non-ideal separation of branched samples
at low molecular weights, linear extrapolation was used for the
GPC data which leads to additional errors.

4. Conclusion

To validate the kinetic model, simulated data were compared with
experimental results obtained from CSTR experiments with NVP
feed concentrations of 10 and 20 wt%. The analysis of the poly-
mer samples was carried out using gel permeation chromatogra-
phy, field flow fractionation und high pressure liquid chromatog-
raphy. In general, the simulations show good agreement with
the experimental data with respect to the molecular weight av-
erages, molecular weight distributions as well as monomer con-
version and number of branching points. It was shown that the
average number of branching points increases steeply for higher
residence times. This trend could be observed both in simula-
tions and experimental data collected by GPC resp. FFF. Addi-
tionally, the monomer content in the feed stream influences the
formation of branched polymers. A lower monomer concentra-
tion leads to a higher number of branching points.

However, the separation of polymer molecules by GPC may
lead to a distortion of the results due to anchoring effects. An-
other source of uncertainty of the experimental data with respect
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to the branching points are the assumptions made for the calcu-
lation of branching. Assuming a constant kp,TDB could be the rea-
son, although the propagation of TDB may be diffusion-limited,
which means the reaction rate is affected by the size of the poly-
mer chains.

The evolution of the molecular weight average and monomer
conversion as well as molecular weight distribution can be well
represented by the model. The average number of branching
points also shows qualitative agreement between the model-
based simulations and the experimental data. These results sup-
port the validity of the reaction mechanism and the mathematical
model.
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